Waiver and Release
Sailing outside the Dream Yacht Tahiti navigation zone, Tuamotu, Mopelia and other Polynesian
islands.
For safety reasons, sailing is limited to the close surroundings of Raiatea, Tahaa, Bora-Bora, Huahine,
Maupiti, Moorea and Tahiti.
Outside of these areas, especially in the Tuamotu, called “the Dangerous archipelago” by
Bougainville, and Mopelia, sailing is getting complicated when approaching from open sea toward the
narrow passes which are sometimes not passable. Available info on these areas, guides, currents and
charts are incomplete, most of the lagoon not surveyed, so it requires enhanced vigilance, to keep
important security margins and consistent sailing skills. There are only a very few infrastructures,
assistance possibilities and very limited mobile network in the Tuamutu, no network in Mopelia.
Considering this information, the customer will be authorized to sail outside Dream Yacht Tahiti
navigation zone under the following strict conditions:
1/ Customer declare to be advised about specific difficulties mentioned above and commit to sail very
carefully.
2/ At least two people must have open sea sailing experience (Skipper + co-skipper) checked and
approved by DYC.
3/ Customer is fully conscious about impossibility for reasonably fast assistance. The customer
renounces to any claim in case of technical problems or unfavourable weather conditions.
4/ Special conditions
Special conditions apply for sailing in the Tuamotu due to the difficult navigation over there (also no
assistance possible in a short delay)
Surcharge Tuamotu of 800 € (except with a DYC skipper)
No damage waiver & double security deposit (except with a DYC skipper)
Minimum charter length of 3 weeks
Minimum boat size: 50' for a monohull or 47' for a catamaran (except with a DYC skipper)

5/ Charter start in the Tuamutu: during the summer season (Maaramu), the charter start in the
Tuamutu is limited to Rangiroa.

THE CHARTER COMPANY
Date :....................

THE CHARTERER
Signature (Read and approved)
Date :....................

